File S1. Genomic sequences flanking the upstream and downstream break points, respectively, as well as the junction of the duplication causal for VWD. The duplication break points are located within VWF intron 16 (1.) and intron 18 (2.). At the duplication junction (3.), which is only present in VWD-affected or heterozygous pigs, the sequence of
intron 18 is terminated at the downstream break point and continues from the upstream break point within intron 16. 
Comments:
Sequences marked in yellow and turquois indicate both parts of another small duplication within the sequence including the downstream duplication break point. This duplication was incidently revealed by sequencing what was marked by a stretch of [N] within the reference sequence. It was present in samples of all our pigs and is not associated with VWD.
Red letters indicate a sequence, which occurs almost identically within the sequences including the upstream and the downstream break point, respectively (the bold letter indicates the only difference). This sequence probably was the primary cause for the development of the duplication causal for VWD.
Putative break points and causal duplication junction are provided in square bracket within each sequence.
Differences between the reference sequence and our sequences, as well as variation among the sequenced pigs are provided within Table S2 and Table S3 .
